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UpRiver Songs – the words … 
 
 

1. Face of Things to Come 
Music/Words - Ian Paulin 
 

And the papers came out on the morning street saying one more river will die 
And the people took fright and ran to their leaders to try and stem the tide 
Hopeless voices called to them but could not make them wait 
And the hammered at the doors of the walls of power, saying “Listen it’s not too late!” 
 
It’s not just a river 
It’s one of a kind 
It’s Freedom you killing here  
In the waters that you bind 
And we’re not fools who stand here now 
We are everyone 
I swear the Franklin is the face of things to come 
 
Woe to the powers the unseen hands who bend us with their might 
Woe to lawyers who turn their backs and say you cannot win the fight 
Woe to the drinkers and TV dreamers who think the job is done 
And woe to land who raises her eyes and says let my river run 
 
It’s not just a river 
It’s one of a kind 
It’s Freedom you killing here  
In the waters that you bind 
And we’re not fools who stand here now 
We are everyone 
I swear the Franklin is the face of things to come 
 
Well, everyone has a Franklin that runs the canyons of their mind 
And it’s hard to understand the threads with which your world is bound 
It’s hard to find a space to stand and think alone 
But you can signs from the land you stand on and let your river run 
 
It’s not just a river 
It’s one of a kind 
It’s Freedom you killing here  
In the waters that you bind 
And we’re not fools who stand here now 
We are everyone 
I swear the Franklin is the face of things to come 
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2. Save the Franklin 
Music/Words – Brenda Liddiard 
 

CHORUS 
Dm 
Save the Franklin, hear our cry. 
C                          Dm 
Don't let the wilderness die. 
Dm 
Save the Franklin, hear our plea 
C                  Dm 
It means the world to you or me 
 
C     Dm 
Don't let the politicians play their games again 
C       Dm 
To them the Franklin River is just another name. 
  F  Am 
Don't let them tamper with the future of our earth 
D         G   G7 
We've got to show them what it's worth. 
 
CHORUS 
 
It's time the people realized what's going on 
'Cause it will be too late, when the last trees are gone. 
Don't they think that it's important to their lives 
Whether the earth lives, or dies? 
 
CHORUS 
 
So come and join us in our fight, (don't be afraid) 
Come and join us while there's something left to save. 
People power is the greatest weapon yet. 
Why don't we put it to the test? 
 
CHORUS   
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3. For the River 
Music/Words –  Brenda Liddiard 
 

Am   Dm 
Mist on the river, the mountain and sky 
Am    G 
The wide ripples shimmer, as the boats wander by 
Am    Dm 
The whole world is watching the wilderness war 
Am 
But we don't have to ask. 
E 
What are we fighting for? 
 
CHORUS 
Dm   Am 
We are here for the river, here for the planet, 
E   Am 
Here for the forest the place of our birth 
Dm 
We are here for the children 
Am 
We are not an illusion. 
E     Am 
We will never allow them to kill, Mo-ther Earth. 
 
Now you may think that this is some kind of game 
Where the rules keep on changing, 
Along with the names 
The faces are many, the spirit is high 
And if you think were playing, 
Just look in our eyes. 
 
CHORUS 
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4. Song of the Forest 
Music/Words - Daniel Brauchli 
 

A   D 
Open your eyes to the sounds of the forest 
    A 
The sound of the wind in the leaves 
    D 
The rushing of water flowing over the stones 
    A 
Every small creature that breathes 
D 
Hear the birds sing as they play with the wind 
D 
Up in the branches so high 
A   D 
Know if we don’t change the way that we're living 
   A 
All of this beauty must die. 
 
 
Open your eyes to the sights of the forest, 
The cascades of colour and form 
Every small place that you look around, 
A new kind of beauty is born. 
See the tall trees reaching up to the sky 
The seedlings that spring from the earth 
You are the ones who now must decide 
How much is this really worth? 
 
Open your hearts to the cries of the people 
Who have nowhere else they can go 
For countless years they have lived in this forest 
Its rhythms are all that they know 
Loggers and miners would drive them away 
Destroying all in their path 
We can help them find a way to survive 
And this is all that they ask. 
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5. Letter to Gray 
Music/Words - Hanley and Oliver 
 

For a walk through the forest, 
Will you throw us all in jail? 
For the myth of employment, 
Will you blaze the final trail? 
For the chance to use your power, 
Will you strike the lethal spark? 
For a Kilowatt of power 
Will you take our National Park? 
 
For a politician's pay-off,  
Will you let them take our trees? 
And for multi-nationals' money,  
Can they just do as they please? 
For the local country people, 
Will you keep them in the dark? 
For a Kilowatt of power 
Will you take our National Park? 
 
For the sake of your empire, 
Will you cut our future down? 
For the history books to witness,  
Will you be the criminal clown? 
For the end of our forests,  
Will you give the word to start? 
For a Kilowatt of power 
Will you take our National Park? 
Save the South West National Park 
 
 
During the Franklin Blockade in Tassie, we sang this anthem (with appropriate word changes) to 
honour the 'arrestees' (some 2,000) as they were being taken by the Police boats down river to 
Strahan and, for many, Risdon Jail. 
 

6. Many Many Rivers 
Music/Words – Kushala Thompson 
 

We are many, many rivers and we all are one  
As we flow towards the ocean  
Mingle and become 
Part of one another, one big sea 
Swelling, growing over flowing free, free free.  
 
 

7. The River is Flowing 
Music/Words – Anon 
 

The river is flowing, flowing, and flowing 
The river is flowing back to the sea 
Mother Earth carry me 
A child I will always be 
Mother Earth carry me back to the sea. 
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8. Something in the Air 
Music/Words - John Keene 
 

Call out the instigator 
Because there's something in the air 
We've got to get together sooner or later 
Because the revolution's here 
 
CHORUS 
And you know it's right 
And you know that it's right 
We have got to get it together 
We have got to get it together now 
 
Run through the fields and houses 
Because there's something in the air 
We've got to get together sooner or later 
Because the revolution's here 
 
CHORUS 
 
Call out the instigator 
Because there's something in the air 
We've got to get together sooner or later 
Because the revolution's here 
 
And you know it's right 
And you know that it's right 
We have got to get it together 
We have got to get it together... right now. 
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9. Water Song 
Music/Words – Frog (Michael Smith) 
 

B     A     G 
I watch the River flowing down 
   F 
As I stand here on the shore 
B   A 
And I see the water flowing down 
 G  F 
And I wonder how much more 
B  A.....G.....F 
Can we take from you? 
 
The Machines of death they, came today 
With the promise of more pain 
Crushing trees and people in their way 
Tomorrow they'll be back again 
Doing what they did, today. 
 
I'm standing here in Nimbin Town 
It's enough to make me weep 
Cause your apathy, it, bring me down 
Are you really all asleep, or only dreaming? 
 
Repeat Verse 1 
 
During the 1982 campaign which stopped the logging of what is now the Nightcap National Park, the 
bulldozer had been working in the forest.  The local villagers had been complaining about the water 
pipes being rusty and discolouring the water.  We tried to explain that the logging of our catchment 
was the cause.  Frog wrote this as he was waiting in the village to go back to the protest, after being 
arrested early that morning trying to stop the bulldozer starting new works in Mt Nardi's Forests. 
 
 

10. Helicopters 
Music/Words – Brenda Liddiard 
  

A  G 
Helicopters, helicopters 
A   G 
Just like Vietnam they say 
A   G 
Boats cruise the river, Early morning shivers 
F      E  A 
We’ll be winning any day 
 
Greenie Guerrillas, on the river 
Just like Vietnam they say 
Live with caution, Handle the tension 
We’ll be winning any day 
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11. By the Waters 
Music – Anon, Words –Lisa Yeates (sort of) 
 

By the waters, the waters, the waters of the Gordon 
We lay down and wept, and wept, for this our land. 
We remember, we remember, we remember Lake Pedder. 
 
 

12. No Dams 
Music/Words – Hugh Keogh 
  

CHORUS 
G   C         G 
NO DAMS, NO DAMS, NO DAMS we say 
G    D 
NO DAMS, NO DAMS,  in Tas-man-i-ay 
G         C         G 
Don’t touch the South West, Just let it be 
G    D  G 
Let the Gordon and the Franklin wild rivers run free 
 
Down in Tasmania there’s a struggle going on 
Between the people and the Hydro Comm 
They say they build dams for pos-ter-ity 
Stop the Gordon and Franklin for electricity 
 
CHORUS 
 
We can’t stand by, and let this be 
We want those rivers to run wild and free 
Oh, what will our children say, when we are gone 
If we do nothing, stand by, and look on. 
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13. War 
Music/Words – Lina Eve with a snippet from Bob Marley 
  

Verse 1 
Am 
There's a War On, There's a War On 
 G 
There's a war between man and woman 
 Am 
There's a war between you and me 
 G 
There's a war between nation and nation 
 Am 
But we all know it's peace we need 
  G   Am 
But if we want peace we need to learn to be peaceful 
  G   Am 
If we want peace we gotta learn to give 
 G   Am 
Be constructive not destructive 
G   Am 
Give peace a chance to live 
 
Verse 2 
Cause there's a war on, there's a war on 
Everybody knows it's easy to criticize 
Careful that you're not telling yourself a lot of lies 
We are them, they are us.  Can't you see? 
If we want peace we've got to live in harmony. 
 
CHANT 
Am 
So stand up, stand up, stand up for your rights 
Get up stand up, don’t give up the fight.    
So stand up, stand up, stand up for your rights 
Get up stand up, don’t give up the fight. 
 
Well I’m sick and tired of the government lies 
And the forestry companies’ lies 
You can fool some of the people sometimes,  
But you cannot fool all-a-da-people all-a-da-time 
But now we see the light 
We gonna stand up for our rights. 
So stand up, stand up, stand up for your rights  
Get up stand up, don’t give up the fight.  
 
Way-ooh,  way-oh-oh-oh 
Way-ooh,  way-oh-oh-oh 
 
Repeat Verse 1 
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14. I’m a Green Greenie 
Music/Words – Saul Mooney 
 

Am  G F E 
I’m a green greenie and I don’t care 
Am  G F  E 
I walk through the forest and I’ve got long hair 
Am  G F E 
I haven’t washed for a week or more 
Am 
But I strut right by with my japara in the air 
 
CHORUS 
 Am G F E 
I’m gonna lurk, loiter, hide and secrete 
Am G F E 
Lurk, loiter, hide and secrete 
Am G F E 
Lurk, loiter, hide and secrete 
 Am 
On H.E.C. property. 
 
We are green greenies and we don’t care 
We walk through the forest and we’ve got long hair 
We haven’t washed for a week or more 
But we strut right by with our beanies in the air 
 
CHORUS 
Coda…  Cause the World Heritage has just got to be free. 
 

 
15. From Strahan to Franklin 
Words/Music – Anon 
 

From Strahan to Franklin 
From Franklin to Risdon 
From Risdon to Hobart  
And then back to Strahan 
 

 

16. May the Circle be Unbroken 
Music – Charles H Gabriel, Words by Ada R. Habershon, adapted by Paul Joseph 
 

May the circle be unbroken, by and by lord, by and by 
May the trees grow ever stronger, to the sky, lord, to the sky. 
 

I was standing in the forest on a bright and sunny day, 
When I heard that bulldozer coming for to take the trees away 
 

CHORUS 
 

Well I said to the dozer driver, “Dozer driver please go home, 
For those trees that you are taking, lord I hate to see them go.” 
 
CHORUS   Repeat 
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17. Tonka Toys 
Music/Words – Frog (Michael Smith) & Jeremy Bradley 
 

CHORUS 
A     D 
We wanna cut, we wanna kill, We wanna bulldoze that there hill 
E 
We don't care who pays the bill 
    A 
Cause we're playing with our Tonka toys 
 
A               A 
I'll cut the snig track, I'll block the creek, 
D 
And I'll cut the trees where the slope’s too steep 
 E 
We'll give the conservationists the creeps 
E                  A 
Playing with our Tonka toys 
 
D   A 
I've got a chainsaw, I've got a bulldozer 
E 
And I've got a logging truck. 
D           A 
We don't care about environmental impact 
E 
We're only in it for the bucks, mate 
 

CHORUS 
 

I've got a lunch box, I've got a thermos 
And he's got a yellow hat 
After lunch we'll clearfell the forest 
And that'll be the end of that, mate! 
 

We're all playing with our Tonka toys 
Just like little Australian boys 
Making lots of loverly noise 
Playing with our Tonka Toys 
 

CHORUS, but just sing Nya nya nya etc 
 

We were so tough, we were so loud, 
We got beaten by a greenie crowd 
The magistrate said I'm not allowed 
To play with my Tonka Toys 
 

CHORUS    E 
add Cause were playing with our Tonka, Gotta have a honka 
      A 
Playing with our Tonka Toys 
 
This is a great song to sing at a forest protest, when you need to release some teas or anger. It can 
help focus the group and avoid ugly scenes. 
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18. Look at the Facts 
Music/Words – Buffet Sainte-Marie 
 

Hold your head up 
With the top of your mind  
let your heart be your own home planet 
 
And you’ll see 
What is your attitude? 
Are you’re here to improve or Dam it 
 
CHORUS 
Look at the facts.. 
And you will see we’re only here 
By the skin of our teeth as it is 
So take part and take care of your link with life 
 
Every morning, it makes the world go round 
It’s only temporary confusion. 
It’s the impermanence 
That makes the people strong 
It’s the opposite illusion 
 
CHORUS 
 
It’s beautiful, if you’ve got the sense to take care of all thoughts of perfection 
Mother Nature, is the daughter of god.. The source of all our protection 
 
CHORUS 
Look at the facts and you will see she’s only here  
by the skin of her teeth As it is 
So take part and take care of your link with life 
 
All over the world… we’re winning 
Oh carry it on ……...we’re winning 
 
CHORUS. 
 
It’s beautiful. 
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19. Tannin Waters (song for Denny Hamill)  
Music/Words – Deborah Wace 

 

Ride the roaring waters, steer yourself to calmer bays. 
Close your eyes and drift in circles, a dinghy on a wave. 
Life is a river flowing through unexplored land. 
It’s hard to get your boat over the log jams. 
 
CHORUS 
Denny Hamill you are the river’s son. 
The riches of the west coast through your veins they run, like tannin water......oh oh, tannin water. 
 
He’s straight and he’s true 
He’s constant to the dream. 
He loves the wild places upstream. 
He knows this river, this rainforest like the back of his hand. 
He’s got a story to tell you  
of an old pine stand. 
 
CHORUS 
 
He can talk for hours and never repeat himself once. 
His story telling powers he packs with a punch. 
A most generous man, with a big heart of oak. 
He never missed a chance to mess around in boats. 
 
CHORUS 
 
He’ll have you in stitches, waves of laughter. 
Rapt in the detail, a master crafter. 
He could circumnavigate this heart shaped island in his sleep. 
Tow a log across the harbour, pull a fishy from the deep. 
 
CHORUS 
 
We bathe in it, we drink of it, 
it’s nectar of the gods. 
Flowing wild through our fingers 
it produced those wondrous logs. 
See the moon reflected in the river flowing past. 
Out in the wheelhouse, under the stars. 
 
CHORUS 
So ride the roaring 40’s, anchor in the safer bays. 
Nudge in around the rocks, like in the old days. 
This hole in our hearts we’ll fill with laughter love and light. 
Sure as river’s run to oceans 
Sure as day follows night 
 
CHORUS....Denny, Denny dear your river’s running free the rain it falls like tears 
on tannin water..... oh oh  on tannin water. 
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20. I Remember Strahan 
Music/Words – Ian Paulin 
 

Plane touched down in a little town 
Swamped in a mist of grey 
In my rush to reach the trouble zone 
In the early light of day   
Ask myself “What do you come here for?” 
“What do you think can be done?” 
“I might learn and know your faces.” 
Saying, “ I remember Strahan.” 
  
Many came and gathered there, for the beauty, freedom too 
Facing money and the powers that be 
They would see their struggle through 
A wilderness and a history, a treasure lay at stake 
In the South West of Tasmania as storm began to break 
And microphones weave, TV cameras whirr 
But when all was said and done 
Do you know what really happened? 
When you remember Strahan 
 
Just people made of flesh and blood, some barely 18 
Crowded on a tiny boat and struggled up the stream 
Their smiles betrayed a hint of fear, but a strength dispersed the pain 
None was heard to voice regret, no, none heard to complain 
And as the boat pulled up the river, turned the bend and it was gone 
We, the watchers, bit our tears  
Say. “I remember Strahan.” 
 
Now, history may fail to tell a story that’s complete  
The papers and the TV like their excitement clear and neat 
And of course they’ll call it folly, that we stood against the strong 
But we’ll recall the courage when we remember Strahan 
For wherever truth and liberty are waiting to be born 
We’ll smile to think it started here 
Saying, “We remember Strahan.” 
 
Yes, wherever truth and liberty are waiting to be born 
We’ll smile to think it started here 
Saying, “We remember Strahan.” 
We remember Strahan. 
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21. Behind Enemy Lines 
Music/Words – Brenda Liddiard 
 

Am 
Walking through a city, tunnel of graffiti 
E7 
Gazing at the frantic ravings of our times 
 Am7 
When suddenly the truth was staring right at me 
Fmaj7 
And this is what it said 
Dm7     Am7 Em  Am7       Dm7      Am7   Em   Am7 
"We are all behind enemy lines."  We are all behind enemy lines 
 

Am7 
So I went back to the country, looking for some peace 
E7 
And what do you think I did find? 
Am7 
A battle had begun to save Terania, 
Fmaj7 
Our rainforest home, 
 Dm7 Am7 Em Am7 
And I was still behind enemy lines. 
 

CHORUS 
 

Dm7   Am7 
Behind enemy lines, behind enemy lines 
 E7          Am7 
Don't forget, that you are behind enemy lines 
Amaj Dm7   Am7 
Behind enemy lines behind enemy lines 
 E7         Am7 
Don't forget you are behind enemy lines. 
 

So I learnt to be a peaceful rainbow trooper,  
Using my guitar and voice to get inside 
The castle wall of a hundred police men, 
And this is what I sang 
We are all behind enemy lines.  We are all behind enemy lines 
 

For this is not a war of guns and bullets,  
This is not a war of bombs and napalm, 
This is a war of smiles and singing, and this is how we'll win 
We will dance behind enemy lines, and we'll sing behind enemy lines 
 

CHORUS(Repeat with following words) 
 

Behind enemy lines, behind enemy lines, 
Yes, the dollar man, he's the enemy of mankind  
Behind enemy lines, behind enemy lines 
We must all get together 
To save our world in time…  Repeat 3 times. 
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22. If You Believe 
Music/Words – Ian Paulin 
 

|D  = D barr cord 
|D- = 10th fret barr only 
 
|D             |D- 
Ancient eyes, gaze through a universe,  
Em    G 
Watch a small green struggle into life 
|D   |D- 
Mark the first and timid steps of its children,  
Em         G 
Innocent, the seek to tame the night 
   Bm7   G 
And every distance they must conquer,  
   Bm7   G 
On the mountains, leave their mark 
    Bm7  G 
While all the will of Hades  
 C G A 
Seeks to stifle each living spark 
 
CHORUS 
    G      A Bm7  G A Bm7 
But if you believe go on believing and if you care continue to care 
    G      A  Bm7   A 
Looks like the song is still worth saving from the brink of despair 
    G      A Bm7  G A Bm7 
If you believe go on believing and if you share continue to share 
    G      A  Bm7   A 
Looks like the pathway we are climbing leads to the open air 
 
Did the 60’s die in the loving arms of helpless friends? 
Like some crystal, too brittle to move 
Left its pieces on so many highways on so many highways 
To these younger eyes with still so much to prove 
But it’s such a risky business to place you faith, and bitterness so easy to find 
In singers who wear the eyes of cynics or play old men before their time 
 
CHORUS  
But if you believe go on believing and if you care continue to care 
Looks like the song is still worth saving from the brink of despair 
If you believe go on believing and if you share continue to share 
Looks like the pathway we are climbing leads to the open air 
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23. For the Children 
Music/Words – Brenda Liddiard 
 

CHORUS 
Am            G 
We’ve got our backs against the wall, but we won’t let them beat us 
F        E 
The chips are down, the dice are rolled, but we won’t let them cheat us 
F 
The wilderness is yours and mine 
Am 
The plunder her is just a crime 
G 
And we must ensure survival in our time 
Am 
For the children 
 

Am      G 
Some people ask me why, we struggle as we do 
F     E 
Over worked, under paid and often unappreciated 
F     Am 
Labelled as fanatics by the apathetic masses 
G 
It seems so very clear to us 
F 
That someone has to cause a fuss 
E     E7 
And if not us the who, Will do the job we do 
F 
The loggers will destroy the wilderness 
Am 
Leaving us to clear up all the mess 
G 
Uranium will fuel the arms race 
F 
The warships will fill our harbour space 
 E     E7 
The list goes on and on, And something must be done 
Am 
For the children 
 

CHORUS 
 

MIDDLE 8 
F   Am 
We could go for the easy way 
G    Em 
Just march for peace on Palm Sunday 
F    Am 
Feeling good we could walk away 
G 
We’ve done our bit, done our best 
G      Am/F/G 
Now someone else can do the rest 
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For the Children continued….  

 
And so we make our greetings  
At never ending meetings 
Save the whales, save the trees 
But let’s not forget you and me 
We can’t allow the factions  
To decimate our actions 
But while we argue endlessly 
The bulldozers will kill the trees 
Uranium is sold. The generals get bold 
 
MIDDLE 8 
United we stand, divided we fall 
It’s a very old song 
But its bound to make us strong 
The struggle carries on 
And something must be done 
For the children. 
 
 
 


